
Mysticism
Myth & Music

Within the Burren’s mystical 

landscapes, we will merge with 

the sacred alliance of ancestral, 

otherworld, earth, and cosmic 

energies. Through this merging we 

will amplify our capacity to hold 

the Light. The Light we manifest as 

love, joy, peace, and compassion. 

The light that fuels our passion and 

creative spirit. The Light so essential 

in navigating these bridge times in 

our world. This is powerful magic to 

weave into the fabric of your life.

Within Doolin’s rich cultural 

landscapes, we will encounter the 

tradition keepers, those who have 

woven the sacred alliance energies 

in their music, songs, and stories. 

The wisdom of this heritage is

wisdom for our times. 

If you are called to hold and share 

your Light as a bright and brilliant 

shining, this Gathering will feed 

your soul.

Sacred Alliance 

The Doolin Gathering
Two Gatherings

August 31st - September 5th    September 14th - 19th    2023
Six days. Seven nights.

Doolin Castle & Cahermacnaughton



The Rhythm Of Our Days

The Burren landscape holds a treasure of sacred sites and 

energies. Fortunately for us, many of these sites are not well 

known destinations which affords us the opportunity for 

deep meditation and sacred ceremony. This is the landscape 

of the ancient Druidic schools where the mysticism is

palpable and the ancestors are very present. This is the

landscape of sacred wells and ancient coptic monastic sites. 

And in these landscapes the sacred alliance energies and 

entities are with us.  

Stepheneen was pure gifted and played the fiddle
and the concertina. They say he got his music

from ‘The Otherside’, like a great lot of the
older musicians around here long ‘go. The fairies, the

good people. They gave Stepheneen the Gift.
Paddy Pharaic Mhichil Shannon 1916 - 1922

Inspired by the land, nurtured through generations, and 

giving voice to the spiritual lives and stories of the people, 

the soul of Ireland’s traditional music is woven in the very 

fabric of Doolin. It lives in her landscapes. It lives in her 

people. We will spend an evening with Christy Barry in his 

home, the Doolin Music House. We will gather around the 

turf fire in our B&B for sessions with Yvonne Casey and local 

storytellers. And we will take a deep dive into understanding 

how the Light can shine through us into our communities.

Cost & Booking

2023 Dates

August 31st - September 5th

September 14th - 19th

Six Days & Seven Nights

The cost of $2,500 includes seven 

nights lodging and breakfast, local 

ground transportation, sessions with 

the Ireland team, and guide services. 

Airfare, travel to and from the airport, 

lunches and dinners are not included. 

To secure your place a non-refundable 

deposit of $500 is due when booking. 

The balance is due two months prior

to your departure date and is not

refundable after that date.

A conversation is a requisite for

participation.

For more information contact:

Judith Nilan

judith@stonefires.com
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Mary O’Halloran   
A native of County Clare, Mary 
holds an ancestral knowing of this 
landscape. She carries forward 
family traditions of music, healing 
and storytelling, adding to that her 
knowledge of historical geography, 
archeology, folklore, and Coptic 
Egyptian influences on Ireland’s 
early Christianity. 

Yvonne Casey
A renowned Co. Clare musician and 
composer, Yvonne has compositions 
in the Irish traditional music archives 
in Dublin. Growing up in the rich 
traditional music heritage and 
landscape of her west Clare home, 
she weaves a potent and soul filled 
essence of magical harmony that is 
perfectly captured in her CDs.

Christy Barry
A world famous flute player, Christy 
is passionate about honoring and 
maintaining the culture of Irish 
music - both the harmonies and the 
legends who played them. Through 
his music and stories, he keeps the 
tradition  alive and vibrant. His 
unique mastery of the flute and 
whistle creates an insightful
interpretation of Irish music.

Judith Nilan
Judith has traveled and led journeys 
to Ireland’s sacred landscapes for 
twenty years. She is deeply woven 
with the ancestors, land, and people 
of Ireland and was part of the Sacred 
Alliance unfolding in 2022. Her 
spiritual insights are reflected in her 
books: A Legacy of Wisdom: The 
Genius, Power, and Possibility of
Ireland’s Indigenous Spiritual
Heritage, and A Call To Crone:
Weaving Wisdom With Threads
Of Irish Heritage. 

Martha Calihan
Founder of Five Stones Healing Arts 
& Wellness Center, Martha is deeply 
connected to the sites and sacred
landscapes we visit. Her profound 
connection to the natural world
informs her life, her spiritual
teachings, and her healing work. 
With ancestral roots in the Druidic 
tradition, Martha is woven with 
the Sacred Alliance and part of the 
unfolding in 2022. 

Jacque Kelly-Adams
A Reiki Master and Reiki Teacher,
Jacque has worked as a physical
therapist for thirty-five years. She is 
an exceptional energy and intuitive 
healer with amazing abilities to see 
through the veil into other realms. 
She is woven with the Sacred
Alliance and a fundamental part
of that unfolding in 2022.  

Your Gathering Guides
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